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Abstract
Males and females experience differences in gene dose for loci in the nonrecombining region of heteromorphic sex chromosomes.
If not compensated, this leads to expression imbalances, with the homogametic sex on average exhibiting greater expression due to
the doubled gene dose. Many organisms with heteromorphic sex chromosomes display global dosage compensation mechanisms,
which equalize gene expression levels between the sexes. However, birds and Schistosoma have been previously shown to lack
chromosome-wide dosage compensation mechanisms, and the status in other female heterogametic taxa including Lepidoptera
remains unresolved. To further our understanding of dosage compensation in female heterogametic taxa and to resolve its status in
the lepidopterans, we assessed the Indian meal moth, Plodia interpunctella. As P. interpunctella lacks a complete reference genome,
we conducted de novo transcriptome assembly combined with orthologous genomic location prediction from the related silkworm
genome, Bombyx mori, to compare Z-linked and autosomal gene expression levels for each sex. We demonstrate that P. interpunctella lacks complete Z chromosome dosage compensation, female Z-linked genes having just over half the expression level of males
and autosomal genes. This finding suggests that the Lepidoptera and possibly all female heterogametic taxa lack global dosage
compensation, although more species will need to be sampled to confirm this assertion.
Key words: dosage compensation, Lepidoptera, sex chromosomes, de novo transcriptome assembly, orthology.

Introduction
There is an inherent imbalance in gene dosage for sex-linked
genes between the sexes (Bachtrog et al. 2011). In female
heterogametic taxa, such as birds, snakes, and lepidopterans,
ZW females have one fewer copy of all Z-linked genes compared with ZZ males. A converse situation exists in male heterogametic taxa, such as mammals and Drosophila, where XY
males have half the gene dose for X-linked genes compared
with XX females. Differences in gene dose result in differences
in expression for many genes (Schlattl et al. 2011; Zhou et al.
2011), and this could produce differences in expression for
many hundreds of genes in systems with highly differentiated
sex chromosomes.
Although the relationship between dose and expression is
complex (Papp et al. 2003; Birchler et al. 2005, 2007), it is
clear that some genes are dosage sensitive (Redon et al. 2006;
Estivill and Armengol 2007; Makino and McLysaght 2010),

and for these genes, changes in gene dose can result in
severe phenotypes. Ohno (1967) suggested that this imbalance in gene dosage would result in selection for a dosage
compensation mechanism to restore expression of the single X
or Z chromosome in the heterogametic sex to the diploid level
that existed before degradation of the Y or W gene content.
Originally envisaged to apply to the entirety of the sex
chromosome, it is clear that animals actually exhibit a range
of sex chromosome dosage compensation (Mank 2009; Mank
et al. 2011). At one end of the spectrum are organisms with
nearly complete chromosome-wide compensating mechanisms, such as Drosophila and Caenorhabditis elegans
(Lucchesi 1973; McDonel et al. 2006; Ercan et al. 2007),
where the average expression of the X chromosome between
the sexes, and between the single X and the diploid autosomes in the heterogametic sex, is equal. At the other end
of the spectrum are species with only partial compensation,
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where the majority of genes on the X or Z are uncompensated
in the heterogametic sex. In these cases, only a subset of
sex-linked genes shows balanced expression between the
sexes, and the average expression of the single X or Z in the
heterogametic sex is less than the autosomal average and also
less than the X or Z chromosome average in the homogametic
sex. Examples of incomplete dosage compensation have
been documented in birds (Itoh et al. 2007; Naurin et al.
2011; Wolf and Bryk 2011), platypus (Deakin et al. 2008),
and Schistosoma (Vicoso and Bachtog 2011). There are also
species in the middle of the spectrum, such as Tribolium
(Prince et al. 2010), and potentially the eutherian mammals
(Julien et al. 2012, Pessia et al. 2012), though there is still an
unresolved debate regarding the status of dosage compensation in the placental mammals, with some studies indicating
complete dosage compensation and others showing only partial compensation (Xiong et al. 2010; Deng et al. 2011;
Kharchenko et al. 2011; Lin et al. 2012).
This variation in sex chromosome dosage compensation
begs interesting questions about why some clades evolve
complex mechanisms of dosage compensation for whole
chromosomes and others simply compensate dosage sensitive
genes (Mank 2009; Mank and Ellegren 2009; Wright and
Mank 2012). To address these questions, we require information about the status of dosage compensation in a range
of animals, both male and female heterogametic. The
Lepidoptera, comprising butterflies and moths, share an
orthologous Z chromosome, although the W is not conserved
(Sahara et al. 2012). The status of dosage compensation of
the Lepidopteran Z chromosome is currently unclear. Initial
evidence from the silkworm, Bombyx mori, indicates incomplete dosage compensation, similar to that found in birds
(Arunkumar et al. 2009; Zha et al. 2009). However, a
subsequent reanalysis of the same data set, which corrected
for a number of microarray biases, called this result into
question, suggesting that Z:A ratios are less than 1 in both
females and males (Walters and Hardcastle 2011). Unfortunately, the data set was ultimately deemed too noisy to be
conclusive.
As a large clade with ancient and highly distinct Z and W
sex chromosomes, the Lepidoptera represent a valuable group
to investigate the status of sex chromosome dosage compensation. To resolve whether chromosome-wide Z-linked gene
dosage compensation occurs in Lepidoptera, we built a de
novo transcriptome assembly from Illumina RNA-Seq data
from the Indian meal moth, Plodia interpunctella, which
lacks a complete draft reference genome. The three fully
sequenced Lepidopteran genomes, Bombyx (Mita et al.
2004), Monarch (Zhan et al. 2011), and Heliconius (The
Heliconius Genome Consortium 2012), show a remarkable
conservation of Z chromosome gene content across both butterflies and moths. We were therefore able to use orthology
from the fully sequenced B. mori genome to assign putative
genomic location for assembled transcripts as either Z-linked

or autosomal, and we then estimated male and female expression levels for all putative 1:1 orthologs. The results show
that not only is this strategy effective for assessing genomic
location and expression level in the absence of full genome
sequences, but more importantly that Plodia lacks complete
sex chromosome dosage compensation.

Materials and Methods
Sample Preparation and Sequencing
We collected whole-body samples from 20 male and 20 virgin
female Indian meal moths (P. interpunctella) at 1 day of age.
Larvae were reared at a standard density (10 larvae in 150 ml
of medium) using standard protocols on a diet of bran midlings, yeast, honey, and glycerol and were maintained at 28 C
with a 16:8 h light–dark cycle (Ingleby et al. 2010). These samples were divided into four nonoverlapping sex-specific pools,
each consisting of 10 same-sex individuals, thus creating two
replicate pools for each sex. Pooling is useful in that it reduces
replicate variance, and therefore increases statistical power,
although at the cost of the ability to track individuals. RNA
was extracted using an RNeasy Qiagen kit and prepared for
sequencing by the University of Exeter Biosciences Sequencing
Service using standard Illumina protocols.
Whole transcriptome shotgun sequencing (RNA-Seq)
was performed on an Illumina Genome Analyzer II, with a
separate lane for each of the four pools. The resulting 76-bp
paired-end reads were assessed for quality using FastQC
(http://www.bioinformatics.bbsrc.ac.uk/projects/fastqc, last
accessed November 2, 2011) and filtered with FASTXToolkit
(http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/index.html,
last accessed August 5, 2011) to exclude reads where less
than 90% of positions base calls had quality scores of Q20
or above. Additionally, any reads identified as containing residual adaptor sequence were removed before transcriptome
assembly. Postfiltering, there were on average more than 24
million reads per pool.

De Novo Transcriptome Assembly
We built a de novo transcriptome assembly for P. interpunctella with the filtered RNA-Seq reads using Trinity (Grabherr
et al. 2011). Trinity does not rely on orthology but rather builds
the transcriptome de novo based on read information alone.
Trinity clusters the sequence data into a series of de Brujin
graphs, used to process similar reads that correspond to
each gene, locus, or set of analogous genes within the
transcriptome. These graphs are processed to determine
full-length transcripts, identifying alternatively spliced isoforms
and paralogous genes. We combined the four pools of filtered
paired-end reads in a single de novo transcriptome assembly
to enable orthology determination and comparisons of the
generated contigs across the four samples. We used RSEM
(Li and Dewey 2011) to map the filtered read sets back to
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the resulting transcriptome assembly to obtain read count
estimates for each of the 58,979 contigs for each of the
four pools.
Previous microarray studies typically filtered out all
genes with expression below the background hybridization
threshold, effectively removing loci with low or no expression.
The digital nature of RNA-Seq data raises the potential for
inappropriate filtering thresholds. In particular to this study,
because gene silencing rates have been shown to be different
between sex chromosomes and autosomes, and because this
can affect estimates of dosage compensation (Kharchenko
et al. 2011), we discarded all contigs that did not have at
least four reads per million mappable reads in at least two
samples. This avoids any potential problems with different
proportions of contigs on the Z and autosomes without significant expression and also reduces the number of partial and
erroneous contigs that typically have low read coverage. This
resulted in 17,246 contigs. The absence of filtering in a
previous study of sex chromosome dosage compensation
(Xiong et al. 2010) was heavily criticized, and this called
into question their conclusions based on their low-stringency
filters (Castagné et al. 2011; Deng et al. 2011; Kharchenko
et al. 2011; Lin et al. 2011). However, although filtering to
remove genes with minimal expression is still debated (He
et al. 2011), filtering to remove nonexpressed and inactivated
genes is an important step when comparing sex chromosomes
with autosomes. This controversy highlights the significance
of the type of filtering that is performed and the effect this can
have on the conclusions drawn from this type of expression
study.

Orthology and Chromosome Location
We compared Plodia contigs with the genes from the annotated genome of the silkworm B. mori (Mita et al. 2004)
obtained from KAIKObase version 3.2.1 (Shimomura et al.
2009). Putative orthology was determined using a reciprocal
best-hit approach with a Basic Local Alignment Search Tool
(BLAST) e-value cutoff of 1  1010 (Altschul et al. 1990). The
1:1 orthology prediction between Bombyx and Plodia allowed
us to use the chromosome positions of Bombyx genes as a
putative chromosome location for each of the Plodia contigs.
Plodia contigs that reciprocally matched Bombyx Z genes were
classed as Z-borne contigs and contigs that matched Bombyx
autosomal genes were termed autosomal in Plodia. All subsequent analyses were based solely on inferred 1:1 orthologs,
with the remaining contigs discarded. This allowed us to identify 350 Plodia contigs with putative Z-linkage and 7,997 putative autosomal contigs. Although contigs do not necessarily
correspond directly to single genes, the methods of the Trinity
assembly (Grabherr et al. 2011), the fact that we removed all
contigs <200 bp and the exclusive use of 1:1 orthologs means
that most Plodia contigs for the expression study represent
single genes.

Expression Comparisons of Z versus Autosomes in
Both Sexes
We calculated fragments per kilobase per million mappable
reads (FPKM), a factor that corrects for contig length and
variations in read depth across samples (Mortazavi et al.
2008) for 1:1 Plodia orthologs for each pool individually.
Because the correlation between same-sex replicates was
very high (male r2 ¼ 0.830, female r2 ¼ 0.869), we combined
replicates and calculated mean male and female FPKM for
each ortholog by averaging across same-sex replicate pools.
Repeatability of FPKM estimates for same-sex replicate pools
was also estimated with Spearman’s r, an estimate of rank
order correlation, and replicates showed high similarity for
both male (Spearman’s r ¼ 0.906; P < 2.2  1016) and
female (Spearman’s r ¼ 0.928; P < 2.2  1016) pools.
The FPKM-corrected expression levels of Z-linked and
autosomal contigs were compared within each sex. Mann–
Whitney U (MWU) was employed to test for significant
differences between average Z and autosome expression
levels. A resampling test was also employed to determine
the probability that a subset of the autosomal contigs could
yield the significant differences observed between Z and autosome contigs in females. Random samples of 350 female
autosomal contigs (corresponding to the number of Z-linked
orthologs in our data set) were selected as pseudo-Z linked
sets, to compare to the remaining autosomal contigs. Average
expression for the two sets was calculated and MWU employed to test for significance between the groups. This additional evidence supports the predictions of genomic location
and orthology, was replicated 1,000 times, and the number of
significant results was recorded with exact permutation P
values (Phipson and Smyth 2010).
In addition to Z to autosome ratios within each sex, we
plotted the differences in expression profile between male
and female Z-linked versus autosomal expression, first log2
transforming the data to aid visualization, then fitting linear
regression lines. Z-linked contig expression was further analyzed by separating Z-linked contigs into four quartiles based
on male expression levels. Male-to-female Z-linked expression
was compared, and MWU was employed to test for significant differences between the sexes Z-linked expression within
each quartile.

Gene Ontology
We tested whether there was any over- or underabundance
of functional Gene Ontology (GO) terms (Ashburner et al.
2000) for the Z chromosome compared with the autosomes
and for contigs exhibiting male- or female-limited expression
using the Drosophila melanogaster GO. We used BLAST to
compare each Plodia contig to the annotated D. melanogaster
genome annotation, taking the highest ranked BLAST hit
[release 5.44 (Adams et al. 2000)] for all BLASTs where
the highest hit passed a threshold of P < 1  105.
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Z-chromosome, male-limited, and female-limited target lists
were separately compared with all expressed contigs using
GOrilla to identify enriched GO terms with a threshold of
P < 1  105 with multiple hypothesis correction (Eden et al.
2007, 2009).

Results
Using RNA-Seq data from four nonoverlapping sex-specific
pools, each containing 10 moth individuals, we constructed
a de novo transcriptome assembly for the non-model Lepidopteran, the Indian meal moth, P. interpunctella, using Trinity
(Grabherr et al. 2011). Synteny was inferred from the silk
moth, B. mori, annotated genome sequence (Mita et al.
2004; Shimomura et al. 2009) for 1:1 orthologs, yielding
350 putative Z-linked contigs and 7,997 putative autosomal
contigs. Correlations between FPKM-corrected expression
levels in same-sex replicate pools were highly significant for
both the male (r2 ¼ 0.830; Spearman’s r ¼ 0.906; P < 2.2 
1016) and female (r2 ¼ 0.869; Spearman’s r ¼ 0.928;
P < 2.2  1016) pools.
Replicate pools were combined to provide average autosomal and Z-linked expression (table 1 and fig. 1). Dosage
compensation is a mechanism by which the heterogametic
sex, in the case of P. interpunctella, the female, would
hypertranscribe Z-linked loci to balance expression of the
single Z chromosome with the diploid autosomes (Ohno
1967; Mank 2009; Mank et al. 2011). It is therefore most
appropriate to test for dosage compensation by comparing
average Z expression with average autosomal expression
(Z:A) for males and females separately. Male average Z:A of
0.954 was not significantly different from one (MWU; P ¼ ns),
in stark contrast to female Z:A of 0.534 (MWU;
P ¼ 2.2  1016; table 1), as would be expected in the
absence of dosage compensation mechanisms.
To support the orthology predictions of genomic location in
Plodia, we used a resampling approach to determine the probability that a random subsample of 350 female autosomal
contigs would yield at least as much expression difference as
we observed between female Z-linked and autosomal contigs.
We compared average expression between autosomal and
1,000 resampled pseudo-Z contig sets, and in these

Table 1
Average FPKM Levels for Male and Female Plodia Z-linked and
Autosomal Contigs

Z
A
Z:A
MWU

Male

Female

56.107
58.786
0.954
8.96  101

32.540
60.983
0.534
2.2  1016

NOTE.—Z:A expression ratios for each sex and the P value for a
Mann–Whitney U (MWU) test of signiﬁcant difference between average
Z and autosomal expression are listed.

comparisons, none of the resamples showed as much expression difference as our inferred Z and autosomal data set
(P ¼ 1  104, 1,000 replicates). Comparing the expression
of the pseudo-Z sets with the observed expression
difference alone does not provide sufficient statistical rigor,
as even if the resampling results are not as extreme as the
real data, the differences between the pseudo-Z contig sets
and the remaining female autosomal contigs could still be
significant. Therefore, we also assessed statistical difference
between our autosomal and resampled pseudo-Z replicates
with MWU tests using a cutoff of P < 5  102. Few of the
resampled pseudo-Z sets showed any significant difference to
the autosomal data (P ¼ 4.4  102, 1,000 replicates), again
indicating that Z contigs on average had been inferred
correctly and that our data were sufficient to assess dosage
compensation differences between the Z chromosome and
autosomes. The high level of synteny between two other
Lepidopteran genomes, the Monarch (Zhan et al. 2011) and
Heliconius (The Heliconius Genome Consortium 2012) butterflies with Bombyx, adds further support to our methodology
of using orthology to predict Z-linkage. These combined lines
of evidence add support for our genomic location predictions.
Although it is most appropriate to compare Z:A ratios
within each sex separately, comparing male and female
expression is useful in estimating the degree of dosage
effect. Figure 2 illustrates the dosage effects of the Z chromosome, with female expression of Z-linked contigs averaging
0.58 that of males due to their halved gene dose. Figure 2
also suggests that the degree of dosage effect is different for
lowly versus highly expressed contigs. We investigated this
further by comparing male and female FPKM for Z-linked
contigs based on average expression in males (fig. 3). This
analysis, which separated Z-linked contigs into quartiles of
increasing male expression, demonstrates that dosage effects
are least manifest for lowly expressed contigs (MWU; P ¼ ns)
and increase for each quartile, with significant differences between males and females for the second (MWU;
P ¼ 4.41  103), third (MWU; P ¼ 4.22  109), and fourth
(MWU; P ¼ 6.77  1011) quartiles. No functional difference
could be detected using GO analyses between Z-linked and
autosomal contigs or between sex-limited contigs and autosomes (supplementary material S1, Supplementary Material
online). Interestingly, sex-limited autosomal contigs showed
high expression levels, with male-limited autosomal contigs
averaging 110.72 FPKM and female-limited autosomal contigs averaging 375.78 FPKM, compared with the autosomal
average (58.79 FPKM in males and 60.98 FPKM in females).

Discussion
Our results indicate that Plodia lacks complete Z chromosome
dosage compensation, with average female expression of
Z-linked contigs slightly more than half that of male Z chromosome expression and slightly more than half of the average
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FIG. 1.—FPKM levels of autosomal (green) and Z-linked (orange) contigs in sex-averaged pools. Genomic location is based on inferred synteny with
Bombyx mori. Plot boxes represent the median and interquartile range of FPKM expression level. Box notches are a visual aid that are approximate to the
95% confidence interval of the median and signify strong evidence that the medians differ for sample pairs if the notches do not overlap (Chambers et al.
1983). The plot tails extend to the most extreme data point that is no more than 1.5 the interquartile range.

autosomal expression levels. This suggests that incomplete
dosage compensation may be the norm in Lepidoptera,
although data on additional species, and a resolution of the
debate surrounding the Bombyx data (Zha et al. 2009; Walters
and Hardcastle 2011), will be needed to confirm the generality
of this pattern throughout the clade.
Plodia exhibits a similar pattern of partial, gene-by-gene
compensation observed in both birds (Arnold et al. 2008)
and Schistosoma (Vicoso and Bachtrog 2011), the female heterogametic animal taxa that have been previously assessed.
This indicates that Z chromosomes may not generally be associated with global chromosome-wide mechanisms of dosage
compensation that exist in some male heterogametic systems.
The effects of Z chromosome dose in Plodia, the imbalance in
Z to autosome expression levels, are somewhat greater (0.53)
than the dosage effects observed in birds, which range from
0.6 to 0.75 (Mank and Ellegren 2009; Wolf and Bryk 2011).
Our estimate of dosage effect in Plodia is also lower than the
estimate from Bombyx, which ranges from 0.67 to 0.83
depending on the tissue sampled (Zha et al. 2009).
However, this estimate may be confounded by data filtering
and noise or difference in sampling strategy (Walters and
Hardcastle 2011). It is worth noting that the majority of lepidopterans lack recombination in females (Marec and Traut
1993; Yoshido et al. 2005; Wang 2011), just as recombination

is absent in heterogametic XY males in Drosophila (Morgan
1914).

Methodological Remarks
To better understand the evolution of sex chromosomes and
dosage compensation mechanisms, we require a broader
understanding of the status of dosage compensation in a
diverse range of male and female heterogametic taxa.
However, the desired diversity in organisms does not always
match the availability of complete reference genomes with
which to assess dosage compensation. Genome sequencing
has focused on particular groups, and although more and
more genomes are becoming available, there are notable
gaps. Additionally, a large number of genome projects have
either only sequenced the homogametic sex or have not
sequenced in sufficient depth to accurately reconstruct the
sex chromosomes in enough detail to enable mapping and
quantification of RNA-Seq data. Our study has overcome
these barriers by conducting de novo transcriptomic sequence
assembly and inferring genomic location based on synteny
with the related silk moth, B. mori. Using this method, we
have been able to assess dosage compensation in an organism
without having to first construct a complete reference
genome, saving considerable time and resources. This study
presents an effective strategy for significantly increasing the
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FIG. 2.—Sex-average log2 FPKM values for autosomal (green) and Z-linked (orange) contigs based on inferred synteny with Bombyx. In both classes,
a linear regression line has been fitted.

number of species for which transcriptome analysis in general,
and dosage compensation in particular, can be determined.
However, this may not be a satisfactory solution in all taxa if a
representative genome has not yet been completed or synteny
is low. Although this approach is subject to biases of
orthology-based studies, it allows data points from multiple
species to be gathered from homologous chromosomes to
strengthen our understanding of dosage compensation in
each clade and will help to resolve the status of dosage compensation in contested taxa. Future studies could also use
RNA-seq barcoding information to track male and female
individuals (Craig et al. 2008; Cronn et al. 2008) and then
verify Z-linkage by comparing male and female heterozygosity
levels.

Gene Expression and Dosage Effects
In addition to an absence of global dosage compensation in
Plodia, the actual dosage difference between the sexes is not
uniform across all types of contigs. Our comparison of male
and female expression levels for Z-linked contigs showed that
dosage differences between the sexes are more pronounced
for highly expressed contigs. Detailed quartile-based analysis
of expression level showed that dosage effects for contigs
with the lowest expression levels were not significantly different between the sexes and that there was a trend for greater

dosage effect between the sexes as expression level increased.
This demonstrates the multiplying effect of Z copy number in
highly expressed contigs when a global dosage compensation
mechanism is absent. The largest dosage differences are
observed in highly expressed contigs, which is intriguing, particularly considering that it is believed that highly expressed
genes are generally more functionally important (having larger
fitness effects), as shown by their elevated levels of purifying
selection, conservation, and slower evolution (Pál et al. 2001;
Drummond et al. 2005; Liao and Zhang 2006; Resch et al.
2007). The large dosage differences in highly expressed contigs may also be indicative of the importance of sex-specific
fitness effects, discussed further later.
Unlike Plodia, birds (Arnold et al. 2008) and Schistosoma
(Vicoso and Bachtrog 2011), some male heterogametic systems possess global compensation mechanisms. For example,
Drosophila males hypertranscribe the X chromosome to equalize expression levels, achieving parity between the sexes, as
well as between the single male X and the diploid autosomes
(Bachtrog et al. 2010). This means that male-biased X-linked
genes in Drosophila must be expressed over and above the
already hypertranscribed levels associated with dosage compensation. At high expression levels, the ability to hypertranscribe from the single X chromosome may become saturated,
explaining the deficit of male-biased highly expressed genes
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FIG. 3.—FPKM-normalized average expression levels from male and female Plodia Z-linked contigs, identified by inferred synteny with Bombyx mori.
Contigs were divided into four quartiles based on male expression level. Mann–Whitney U tests of significance of average Z-linked expression identified no
significant difference between sexes in quartile 1 (P ¼ 2.78  101) but significant differences in quartiles 2 (P ¼ 4.41  103), 3 (P ¼ 4.22  109), and 4
(P ¼ 6.77  1011). Plot boxes represent the median and interquartile range of FPKM expression level. Box notches are a visual aid that are approximate to
the 95% confidence interval of the median and signify strong evidence that the medians differ for sample pairs if the notches do not overlap (Chambers et al.
1983). The plot tails extend to the most extreme data point that is no more than the 1.5 interquartile range.

on the Drosophila X chromosome (Vicoso and Charlesworth
2009). Applied to our data in Plodia, the higher dosage difference for highly expressed contigs suggests that the ability of
regulatory networks to buffer dosage effects of Z-linked genes
decreases with expression level, possibly because the transcriptional process becomes similarly saturated.

Sexual Conflict over Dosage Compensation
The lack of complete dosage compensation in Plodia raises
questions about sex chromosome evolution and the role of
genes on the sex chromosomes. The single copy of the Z
chromosome possessed by females equates to on average
slightly more than half the expression level of males, as
observed for the majority of female Z-linked contigs in
Plodia. The differing expression levels presumably translate
into differences in protein levels, and because Z-linked loci
interact with the remainder of the genome through genetic
networks, dosage differences between males and females
have the potential to affect a large proportion of autosomal
loci. This difference in expression of the Z chromosome in
female heterogametic species and the X chromosome in
male heterogametic systems creates conflict between the
sexes over optimal transcription level (Mank et al. 2011).

Selection to hypertranscribe X- or Z-linked genes in the
heterogametic sex can lead to overexpression in the homogametic sex, which for dosage-sensitive genes could be as
harmful as underexpression. Dosage compensation effectively
decouples the correlation between male and female transcription rates, thereby resolving sexual conflict related to Z
chromosome dosage differences.
Sexual conflict over transcription rates is believed to have
brought about X chromosome inactivation in therian mammals. Therian X inactivation, previously thought to be a mechanism of dosage compensation, is in fact the result of conflict
over optimal transcription of X-linked dosage-sensitive genes
(Pessia et al. 2012). In this clade, although a number of
dosage-sensitive genes have been compensated to the levels
of autosomal genes in both sexes, the majority of X-linked
genes remain expressed at lower levels than the autosomal
genes in both sexes. However, the status of dosage compensation in the eutherians remains contentious, with several
recent conflicting studies (Xiong et al. 2010; Deng et al.
2011; Kharchenko et al. 2011; Julien et al. 2012; Lin et al.
2012).
In addition to Plodia, there are a number of species, including birds (Itoh et al. 2007; Mank 2009), Schistosoma (Vicoso
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and Bachtrog 2011), and platypus (Deakin et al. 2008) that
only compensate a minority of X or Z chromosome genes.
Birds and Schistosoma are female heterogametic, whereas
platypus males have five XY sex chromosome pairs. The fitness
effects of incomplete dosage compensation in these organisms are unclear, as sexual conflict over optimal transcription
rates of Z- or X-linked genes is unresolved. It may be that the
majority of uncompensated genes are insensitive to dosage
effects, although the correlation between dosage effects and
expression level that we observed would suggest otherwise.
Alternatively, there may yet be unknown mechanisms of minimizing dosage effects in these systems.

Concluding Remarks
Here, we employed de novo transcriptome assembly methods, in conjunction with genomic positional location inference
from the related B. mori reference genome, to demonstrate
that the Indian meal moth, P. interpunctella, lacks complete Z
chromosome dosage compensation. This approach expands
the number of data points that can be obtained for each
clade, increasing the scope for studies of sex chromosome
dosage compensation and other transcriptomic analyses.
Our analysis shows that P. interpunctella lacks complete Z
chromosome dosage compensation, showing approximately
half the expression in females compared with males for
Z-linked contigs, the largest dose effect related to sex chromosomes yet observed. This work suggests the entire Lepidopteran clade may lack complete Z chromosome dosage
compensation, with previous studies on B. mori proving inconclusive (Zha et al. 2009; Walters and Hardcastle 2011), though
studies on a range of species will be required to confirm this
assertion. This finding adds further weight to the observation
that complete sex chromosome dosage compensation may be
less common in female- compared with male-heterogametic
species (Mank 2009; Naurin et al. 2011), although this is still
based on relatively few data points. It is hoped that the status
of dosage compensation in an expanded range of species with
old and highly diverged sex chromosomes will soon be determined, allowing for the synthesis and understanding of the
evolution of complete versus incomplete sex chromosome
dosage compensation and the sexual conflict over expression
that underlies it.

Supplementary Material
Supplementary material S1 is available at Genome Biology and
Evolution online (http://www.gbe.oxfordjournals.org/).
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